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Gigabyte sata2 driver

ณมี The motherboard gigabyte GA-880GA-UD3H (rev. 2.0) ณวน000ร Sata2น้ี??? ว Windows 7 64-bit SATA2วร?, Gigabyte motherboard GA-880GA-UD3H (rev. 2.0รี) $12,000,วนอีวี000,วี อี Support for a 7-series intel core processor/processor of the Intel Core i5 series in the LGA1156 package (go to the GIGABYTE website for the latest
cpu support list.) 2. The L3 cache varies with the CPU 1 chipset. Intel P55 Express 1 chipset memory. 4 4 x 1.5 V DDR3 DIMM sockets supporting up to 16GB of system memory 2. Double-channel memory architecture 3. Support for DDR3 2200/1600/1333/1066/800 MHz 4 memory modules. Support for non-ECC 5 memory modules.
Support for XMP (Extreme Memory Profile) Audio 1 memory modules. Realtek ALC889 codec 2. High-definition audio 3. 2/4/5.1/7.1-channel 4. Support for Dolby Home Theater 5. Support for S/PDIF In/Out 6. CD support in LAN 1. 1 x RTL8111E chip (10/100/1000 Mbps) Expansion Slots 1. 1 x PCI Express x16 slot, running at x16
(PCIEX16) (the PCIEX16 slot complies with PCI Express 2.0.) 2. 1 x PCI Express x16 slot, running at x4 (PCIEX4) 3. 2 x PCI Express slots x1 4. 3 x PCI slots Multi-Graphics Technology 1. ATI CrossFireX Storage Interface Support: 1. 6 x SATA 3GB/s (SATA2_0, SATA2_1, SATA2_2, SATA2_3, SATA2_4, SATA2_5) supporting up to 6
SATA 3Gb/s 2 devices. Support for SATA RAID 0, RAID 1, RAID 5 and RAID 10 Marvell 9128: 1, 2 x SATA 6GB/s (GSATA3_6, GSATA3_7) connectors supporting up to 2 SATA 6Gb/s 2 devices. Support for SATA RAID 0 and RAID 1 - SATA3 RAID 0 4x and SATA3 2x performance is a maximum theoretical value. Actual performance
may vary depending on the configuration of the system. SATA3 SSDs are not recommended for use in RAID 0 mode on Marvell SE9128 ports. SATA2 JMB362 chip: connectors 1. 2 x eSATA 3GB/s on the rear panel supporting up to 2 SATA 3GB/s 2 devices. Support for the SATA RAID 0, RAID 1 and JBOD iTE IT8213 chip: 1. 1 IDE
connector supporting ATA-133/100/66/33 and up to 2 IDE ITE IT8720 chip: 1. 1 x disk connector supporting up to 1 USB Chipset disk: 1. Up to 12 USB ports 2.0/1.1 (8 on the rear panel, 4 via USB media connected to internal USB headers) NEC chip: 1. Up to 2 USB ports 3.0/2.0 on the rear panel - USB 3.0 10x performance is a
theoretical maximum value. Actual performance may vary depending on the configuration of the system. E/S 1 internal connectors. ATX main power connector 2 x 24 pins. ATX 12V 1 x 8 pins power 3. 1 x floppy connector 4. 1 x IDE 5 connector. 6 SATA 3GB/s 6 connectors. 2 SATA 6GB/s 7 connectors. 1 x cpu 8 fan head. 2 x system fan
headers 9. 1 x power fan head 10. 1 x front panel header 11. 1 x audio header of the front panel 12. 1 x CD In connector 13. 1 x S/PDIF In header 14. 1 x Header S/PDIF Out 15. 2 x USB 2.0/1.1 headers 16. 1 x header port series 17. 1 x parallel port header 18. 1 x release CMOS jumper Connectors rear panel 1. 1 x PS/2 keyboard or
PS/2 2 mouse port. 1 x S/PDIF 3 coaxial connector. 1 x S/PDIF Out 4 optical connector. 8 x USB ports 2.0/1.1 5. 2 USB ports 3.0 6. 2 ports eSATA 3GB/s 7. 1 x port RJ-45 8. 6 x audio sockets (Centre/subwoofer Out Speaker/Outdoor Rear Speaker/Out/Line In/Line Out/Microphone) Controller I/O 1. iTE IT8720 H/W Surveillance 1 chip.
System 2 voltage detection. Temperature detection CPU/System 3. CPU/System/Power 4 fan speed detection. Processor 5 overheating warning. CPU/System/Power fan failure warning 6. BIOS 1 fan speed control system/ processor/system. 2 x 16 Mbit Flash 2. Use of BIOS AWARD 3 under license. Support for DualBIOS 4. PnP 1.0a,
DMI 2.0, SM BIOS 2.4, ACPI 1.0b Unique Features 1. Support for @BIOS 2. Support for Q-Flash 3. Support for Xpress BIOS Rescue 4. Support for Download Center 5. Support for Xpress Install 6. Support for Xpress Recovery2 7. Support for EasyTune 8. Support for Dynamic Energy Saver 2 9. Smart 6 10 support. Support for Auto
Green 11. Support for the eXtreme 12 hard drive. Support for Q-Share Bundle Software 1. Norton Internet Security (OEM version) Operating System 1. Support for the Microsoft Windows 7/Vista/XP 1 form factor. ATX form factor; 30.5cm x 24.4cm It is highly recommended to always use the latest pilot version available. Try setting a
system restoration point before installing a device driver. This will help if you have installed an incorrect or mismatched driver. Problems can occur when your hardware device is too old or is no longer supported. Im setting up my computer. it has a GA-880GA-UD3H (rev. 2.2) mobo. It has 2 Western Digital Caviar Green WD20EARS 2TB
drives set in RAID 0 (GPT) for storage. (and an SSD for my OS) when downloading the Gigabyte RAID driver I saw 2 drivers who im didn't know which one I wanted to charge while installing Windows. RAID PILOT AMD SATA (pre-installation driver, tap F6 during Windows setup to play from floppy disk and SATA2 Preinstall Driver (For
AHCI/MODE RAID)Note: Press F6 during Windows setup to read from floppy disk I went ahead and is totaled first (AMD SATA RAID Driver). Am I losing any preformace since I didn't install the SATA2 driver when installing the windows? which makes the difference. and can I just install the other driver after windows install because they
don't have the bone there? Thanks 0 Here's the skivvy. The AMD pilot is for the 6 SATA ports ual ble that are supported by the AMD SB850 SB850 The Gigabyte SATA pilot is for the two white SATA ports next to the AMD ports supported by the Gigabyte SATA 2 controller. Here's a picture of the map: So depending on the ports you have
your hard drives connected, this is the driver you need. Personally, I prefer to use AMDs for my internal drives and Gigabyte for external e-SATA connections. The templarlord bound manual displays a diagram of them on page 8, as well as RAID installation instructions beginning on page 77 for the AMD SB850 controller, and page 83 for
the Gigabyte controller. It should also be noted that Windows 7 (and Vista) have built-in RAID drivers, so an installation drive is no longer required for Windows installation. XP always requires such an installation disk, which is why the Press F6 ... Message is always used. Although I doubt that the drivers need to be updated, you can
update them if you wish. But I would go to the AMD site ( and get the southbridge/RAID drivers out there. Find them by choosing your Windows version under the built-in motherboard/video list, and then under the Optional Downloads tab. 0 If your computer works well with the driver you installed, I wouldn't worry about the other one. If you
have problems, load the second driver. 0 it works, but im wondering if it would be faster if I installed the SATA2 driver? 0 Here's the skivvy. The AMD pilot is for the 6 light blue SATA ports that are supported by the amD SB850 south bridge. The Gigabyte SATA pilot is for the two white SATA ports next to the AMD ports supported by the
Gigabyte SATA 2 controller. Here's a picture of the map: So depending on the ports you have your hard drives connected, this is the driver you need. Personally, I prefer to use AMDs for my internal drives and Gigabyte for external e-SATA connections. The templarlord bound manual displays a diagram of them on page 8, as well as RAID
installation instructions beginning on page 77 for the AMD SB850 controller, and page 83 for the Gigabyte controller. It should also be noted that Windows 7 (and Vista) have built-in RAID drivers, so an installation drive is no longer required for Windows installation. XP always requires such an installation disk, which is why the Press F6 ...
Message is always used. Although I doubt that the drivers need to be updated, you can update them if you wish. But I would go to the AMD site ( and get the southbridge/RAID drivers out there. Find them by choosing Windows version under the built-in motherboard/video list, and then under the Optional Downloads tab. to your health.
Thanks for all the great info Is there a difference in speed between white and blue ports? It is to my understanding that sata3 and 6 etc ... superfluous so far since no drive unites these speeds. 0 Blues (AMD) are all SATA3, which have a maximum 6GB/s rate. Gigabytes are SATA2, which have a maximum transfer rate of 3GB/s. And
you're right, even high-level SSDs can't reach SATA3 speed. Take a look at the specs tab here: (Note: This is a link to revision 3.0 of this model motherboard, but the SATA/RAID design and support is the same for all 5 revisions.) 0 Best response selected by dballs. Page 2 Hi, guys, I consider buying SSD. I have done some research, but
I still have questions. Let's start with this one - my main table is Asus P5K/EPU and I've discovered that my chipset doesn't support AHCI. What negative consequences could this have? Speeds not optimal, but should be better than any hard drive. TRIM won't work, so you need some type of garbage collector from SSD manufacturing, to
manually optimize the drive. IMHO, I would stay away for now, unitl you get at least a P6/X58 mobo or better. Hi, guys, I'm thinking about buying SSD. I have done some research, but I still have questions. Let's start with this one - my main table is Asus P5K/EPU and I've discovered that my chipset doesn't support AHCI. What negative
consequences could this have? According to page 4-14 of this manual, Southbridge SATA ports can be configured as IDE, AHCI or RAID. As far as I can tell the P5K EPU uses the same chipset and should have the same options. I discovered that the SandForce 1200 controller has Idle Time Garbage Collection. Does this mean I don't
have to do TRIM manually? Just one more thing - I use Windows XP. foscooter is ok here, your board has an Intel controller and the drivers will work ok, but at reduced speeds compared to ACHI. Always much faster than today's SATA hard drives. I have a Crucial C300 (128GB) on a Rocket RAID 2310 controller, using the Marvell driver
and getting consistent AS SSD landmarks over 500. At some point my SSD will interface like SATA III, but it's on the road a piece. I started with SSD more or less as an experiment, but will tell you that I will never buy another hard drive for anything other than storage. TRIM only works on AHCI at the moment, but Garbage Collection is on
board controllers of most SSD sales today. I run my OS (7 Pro) and the most used games and programs on the SSD and I'm totally happy with it. I would like to add some comments ... 1) TRIM doesn't work in XP, so AHCI vs. IDE is mood point. You'll count on GC no matter what. 2) A very common misunderstanding is the TRIM requires
In fact, that is not true. It will work in IDE mode but is more efficient in AHCI. The advantage that SSD derives from the AHCI further benefits the NCQ, which improves the speed of the SSD. And if I don't do TRIM then what? I'm going to have lower writing speeds? I agree with that, because for me the reading speeds are more important.
Also, operation TRIM add more writing cycles, right? You ask good questions, but they are Relevant. You say you don't use AHCI or Win 7 so no one really knows what the performance is going to be like for you - it's usually a passionate site where we hang out on the bleeding edge. My advice (and that's all it is) is the same as BigDav
and it's a crappy SSD is 10x better than a good hard drive, but I wouldn't run XP anymore either... but many still do. I have SSD in everything I own is how good they are... If I were you, I would read the latest SSD comparison charts and then decide what you can afford and go for it. Thats it... The graphics really won't apply to you, but then
what? We can ask what happens if Trim is off, but no one really spends a lot of time measuring it... the SSD will be at least 10x faster on access to the disk... and that's what you're trying to solve right? I've reviewed some comparisons so far... The SSD graph for this site is from 2010. I also found this site: . Any other suggestions for
comparisons/graphs? In the meantime, please tell me which SSD brands are best in terms of low malfunction rates and fewer returned devices? btw why can't I edit my posts? n waiting, please tell me which SSD brands are the best in terms of low malfunction rates and fewer returned devices? The failure rates and statistics of the MRA
are the private information of each manufacturer, the disclosure of this information to the public would be a business suicide. Just read a few reviews, choose something that fits your needs, then hit the online retail sites and read the reviews/reviews for the product. I use this method to buy all my computer components. I recently looked at
the new OCZ V3 SSD, so far it seems that OCZ may have higher failure rates with this new product. I own and recommend crucial SSD, they (Crucial) are a sales division of chip maker Micron and use their own chips in the manufacture of their SSDs. 1. I read that the newer flash memory chips of 25 nm have fewer writing cycles than the
34 nm. Is that true? 2. Is it possible to determine whether an SSD has ever been used or is brand new? It is true that 25nm NAND has fewer writing cycles. However, this is the difference between a player who can write 20GB/day for 5 years and 20GB/day for 3 years. If you use it as intensively as this can be a consideration for you. Pretty
sure that a new disc will come with new nand because there is no market for the occasion. most SSDs use SATA 3. My chipset supports SATA 2. Is it worth buying SATA 3 SSD? After all, only sequential/writing reading will be bottleneck. That's a great question. imho, no. It is not necessarily worth it. Read this article from Tom's 2880.html
So it depends on your budget for storage. I'll upgrade my system now that z68 is out and I'm chewing on the same issue. The fact is that prices are not on older drives (i.e. sandforce 1200 or intel g2) compared to sata 3 drives. But the 34nm vs 25nm comes into play. I won't buy a 2nd generation player with less than 120GB of 34nm NAND
or a 3rd generation with less than 240GB of 25nm NAND. So I'm pushed towards a 2nd gen 34nm drive because of the budget. In addition, I think this 3D transistor project will be a significant game change in the next two years with processor technology. Which means another upgrade in the not too distant future. What all this means to
me is that the pursuit of the last and largest dragon (i.e. vertex 3 max iops) is not necessarily the way to go. Maybe a 160GB intel g2 or corsair force 115GB. hmmmm or intel 320, 160gbish I'll probably grab the next one that I think is a lot at the moment. Good luck. The most important evaluation criteria for me is the price per Mb. I also
considered Intel 320 as an option, but yesterday OCZ announced Solid 3, which has a lower price per MB than Intel 320 to although it is SATA 3. Not to mention that Solid 3 uses SandForce 22xx and Intel 320 uses a two-year Intel controller and has no 2.5- to 3.5-inch adapter support. With the new technology of 25 nm, we will see the
price drop, so the question is what to choose: new cheap sata3 disc or old and expensive SATA 2 one. For me, the answer is clear - SATA3, although I will be bottleneck. Any word on when the Solid 3 will be available for sale (no pre-order)? if you buy a sata iii drive, but only have sata ii available then yes, you could be bottleneck. it all



depends on whether the player actually exceeds the sata ii transfer limits. not long ago that only the fastest discs were able to actually benefit from sata iii and even they could not push the potential of sata iii to the maximum. the price per GO of all ssd readers is outrageous. that's why people are usually using them as starter drives, but
still rely on standard hard drives for storage. the price difference is somewhere in the kingdom of $0.09 compared to $1.60 per GB. there is nothing wrong with choosing an old ssd. I bought two on a budget (vertex 2 80GB sata ii) recently and they perform great. the only thing I had for a requirement was that it used a sandforce controller.
it came with a holder as well, but you can buy generic hooks separately too. OCZ Solid 3 60GB or Intel 320 Series 40GB - what's better? I have sata2 mobo. Wow, sandforce 2000 in the solid 3? It's hard to beat that. Three things the intel does better. energy. Data security/integrity. Reliability. If all or part of these factors are prime
motivators, then take the small performance shot and grab a 320. Many will buy it only for the upe cap for data integrity in a power outage. In your office, energy consumption is not a problem... if it's a laptop? If you are willing to risk a potential RMA with OCZ... reliabilty is not a problem. If you rarely write to your ssd during power and/or,
you rarely write irreplaceable data, then super caps don't matter to you. Now we're back to the solid 3. Which, unfortunately, seems to have superior hardware. Guys, I finally bought SSD! Intel 320 Series I installed Windows XP Professional x64 Edition on it. Any advice or recommendations? Page 3 Hello, my name is msalam im PC
hardware specialist, I need to know how to move the real bad physical area at the end of hd You can't. It's a physical defect. If you mean having the drive mark the area as bad so it uses an alternate area instead, which is fully controlled by the drive firmware. If an area is marked on hold in SMART data, just write new data, which should
cause the reader to re-designate it to an alternative area. Sector.
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